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2022 Digital Benchmark 
Data



46bn sessions. 3870 websites. 14 industries.
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Methodology

12 Months of Data
3,870 Websites
25 Countries
46+ Billion User Sessions
14 Industries

We analyzed data from January 1, 2021 to
December 31, 2021. We collected and analyzed data
from desktop, mobile web, and tablet across 14
industries to learn more about the evolution of online
experience and how customer behavior has changed. We’ll send you all a copy 

after the session!



1. Mobile



Mobile still dominates overall 
online traffic 58%

76%

of traffic comes 
from mobile

of the retail luxury 
sector traffic comes 
from mobile
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Optimising the mobile 
experience

BEATING THE BENCHMARK #1



Add 8 
products to 
qualify for 
free delivery 

Beerwulf’s Beer Product Page
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Customer journey analysis

Repeated ‘Add to cart’ page views
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Click recurrence



CV

Solution: Add a ‘Full box’ CTA
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Add to cart rate increased by 5.8%
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+5.88%
ADD TO CART

+6.7%
REVENUE PER 

VISITOR

+6.4%
AVERAGE ORDER 

QUANTITY

$ 650k
ANNUALISED 

INCREMENTAL 
REVENUE



UX tips to optimise the 
mobile experience

1. Make your forms visual
With mobile screens being much 
smaller, simplify your forms by using 
motion graphics in a quiz-like format. 

Split up the form into multiple screens 
for easy navigation.
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UX tips to optimise the 
mobile experience
2. Horizontal side filtering
Instead of a long list of text filters, this 
example uses visual cues with a 
horizontal filter slider. 

When clicked on a filter category, 
graphical representations of the 
options show up in a second horizontal 
slider underneath it. 
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Questions to ask yourself
What does the customer journey look like on mobile 
vs desktop? Are your visitors dropping off at the 
same point? Do you know exactly why? 
 
Can you pinpoint areas of your mobile app or 
mobile site where your visitors are most frustrated? 
What behaviours do they display? 

How much of your content on mobile is actually 
being seen? 
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2. Scroll Rate



Almost half of your page 
content isn’t being seen

Consumer electronics: 49%
Energy: 61%

54%

51%

average scroll rate 
across all industries

average scroll 
rate on mobile
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Improving product 
carousel visibility

BEATING THE BENCHMARK #2



FOLD LINE

Exposure rate
50% of visitors
● Not scrolling
● Not seeing 

product carousel

Background: Analysis in Contentsquare
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FOLD 
LINE

CVR RATE PER CLICK

28.7%

ENGAGEMENT RATE

38.9%

Looking at the 
conversion rate and 
attractiveness of 
the page element, it 
had a high 
performance

Background: Analysis in Contentsquare
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CONTROL VARIANT

Solution: A/B Test
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EXPOSURE RATE

FOLD 
LINE

Exposure rate of 
product 
carousel

(67% vs 49.7%)
+34%

Results: Increase in exposure rate
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AVG TIME ON PAGE
Bounce rate

-5.5%
Exit rate

-6.8%
Avg time on 

page
+16.5%

Scroll rate
+6.5%FOLD 

LINE

Results: Improved page level metrics
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Click rate on 
product 
carousel

(7% vs 5.7%)
+24%

Results: Increased click rate
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Revenue 
attributed to 
product 
carousel
($5,522 vs 
$4,089)

+35%

Results: Increased revenue
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UX tips to encourage 
more scrolling

1. Quick filters above the fold
Help your visitors find what they’re 
looking for more efficiently. Use quick 
filters above the fold to allow visitors to 
navigate to a popular or featured 
category
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UX tips to encourage 
more scrolling
2. Use a cut-design on mobile
The cut design of the images, by 
showing a part of the next image within 
the carousel clearly indicates the 
swipability of the images

It also informs users that there are 
more images. 
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Questions to ask yourself
Which part of your homepage are visitors interacting with 
the most? Where is it located on the page?

Is there content on your page that visitors aren’t interacting 
with at all? Why?

How can you encourage your visitors to scroll more / keep 
them engaged?



3. Conversion Rate



Only 2.8% of online visitors 
actually convert - huge 
opportunity for brands 2.8%

1.6%

average CVR 
across all 
industries

average 
conversion rate 
on mobile
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Identifying JS errors at 
checkout

BEATING THE BENCHMARK #3



Step 1: Detect a spike
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Step 2: Device breakdown
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Step 3: Breakdown by mapping pages
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Step 4: Identify the specific errors on the payment 
page
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Session replay: Example 1
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This user is very frustrated and clicks 10 times on the wishlist tab before going to his cart and reaching the 
wishlist from there.

Session replay: Example 2
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+$4K per month
Segment A, affected by JS errors, have a significantly lower 

conversion rate. High opportunity detected! If segment A 
converted as well as segment B, you could earn up to 4k 

dollars per month.

Impact quantification
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Link

Error found & fixed
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https://app.contentsquare.com/#/analyze/impact?project=2950


UX tips to boost your 
conversions

1. Edit items in the cart
Allow your customers to edit items in 
the cart directly through a pop up 
(rather than make them go back and 
re-add the item). 
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UX tips to boost your 
conversions
2. Cart summary at every step of 
the checkout process
As users move through checkout, they 
can always click on the 'In your bag' 
accordion to view their cart. As the user 
progresses past each step, there is a 
recap of the information previous input, 
with a CTA to edit if necessary.
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Questions to ask yourself
Are there parts of your checkout funnel causing frustration?

Can you identify the journeys which are most likely to lead to 
conversions vs those which aren’t?

Can you identify the amount of lost revenue from 
non-transactors?
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UX Review
How it works
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Homepage Example
Common UX Pain Points:

❖ Large hero image / banner / carousel
➢ Why? - pushes key elements below the fold 

(products, inspiration,  

❖ Overly long (average: 5,000px)
➢ Why? - Battle between marketing and UX, 

meaning attractive content often goes amiss

❖ Limited ‘search’ capabilities 
➢ Why? - No pre/auto-fill or suggestions, adding 

extra typing and discovery effort to user journey

Contentsquare Analysis Tip:

❖ Look at exposure rate and attractiveness rate - are 
users scrolling below the fold and engaging with 
specific content?

❖ Check click rate and click recurrence on navigation 
(menu, search) and main header.

❖ Journey analysis - identify key journeys - how do users 
prefer to browse? Via content or top navigation?
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Thank you 
Connect with us on Linkedin


